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Helly-type Theorems for Varieties 
P. FRANKL 
Best possible Helly-type results are obtained for varieties whose defining polynomials belong to 
a fixed linear space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Tbe a commutative field (finite or infinite) and let T[xo, ... , xnl be the ring of all 
homogeneous polynomials in n + 1 variables over r. To every polynomialp E T[xo,· .. , xnl 
corresponds the variety A(p), consisting of those n + I-tuples (xo, ... , xn)-points of the 
n-dimensional projective space over T -for which p(xo, ... , x n) = 0 holds. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A set f!J c F(xo, ... , x n) is said to have the d-Helly property if for 
every non-empty subset f!Jo c f!J one can find Po, p" ... ,Pd E &0, with 
n a(p) = A(po)"···" A(Pd)· 
PE9'O 
THEOREM 1.2. Let d ~ 1 and let V be a d-dimensional vector subspace of T[xo, ... , xnl. 
Then V has the (d - I)-Helly property. Moreover, if T is infinite, then V does not have the 
(d - 2)-Helly property. 
This theorem was motivated by the following result of Maehara [3l, which was proved 
by elementary geometric methods. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Rn denote n-dimensional euclidean space. A family §' of subsets 
of Rn is said to have the d-Helly property if each subfamily §'O with empty intersection, i.e. 
nf'E:FoF = 0, contains a collection of at most d + 1 sets whose intersection is empty. 
THEOREM 1.4. ([3]) Let g be a set of spheres in Rn such that all spheres have their center 
in a fixed d-dimensional subspace. Then, g has the (d + l)-Hellyproperty. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let g be a set of spheres in Rn such that any n + 2 have non-empty 
intersection. Then the intersection of all these spheres is non-empty. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Let f!Jo be an arbitrary non-empty subset of V, and let Vo be the vector subspace generated 
by the polynomials P E f!Jo. Set do = dim Vo. We have to find d polynomials p, , ... ,Pdwith 
A(p,) " ... " A(Pd) = n PE9'oA(p). Since do :::; d, it is sufficient to consider the case 
Vo=v. 
Let p" ... , Pd be polynomials in &0 which generate Vo = V. Since, obviously, 
npEVA(p) c n PE9'oA(p) c n,';i.;dA(P;) holds, it is sufficient to show that n,';i.;dA(Pi) c 
nPE vA(p) holds. 
Suppose the contrary, that is, there exists a point x = (xo, ... , x n ) and a polynomial 
p E V with p(x) -# 0 but Pi(X) = 0 for 1 :::; i :::; d. 
However,p" ... ,Pdgenerate V, that is, there exist constants Yi E Twithp = LYiPi. This 
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implies p(x) = LYiPi(X) = 0, the desired contradiction, establishing the first part of the 
theorem. 
To prove the second part we will show first a simple proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let r b e infinite and let PI' ... ,Pd be linearly independent polynomials 
in r[xo, ... ,xn ]. Then it is possible to find points Xl, ... , Xd such that the matrix 
M = (Pi(Xj»I';i.;d has full rank (over r). 
PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION. We apply induction on d. For d = lone has to find Xl with 
PI (Xl) "# 0 which is possible because ris infinite. Suppose that the statement is proved for 
d - I and choose X I , ... , Xd- I such that (Pi(Xj» ""i.;d has full rank. 
Then we can find constants Yi E r such that 
d- I 
Pd(xJ) = L YiPi(~) 
;=1 
holds for 1 ~ j ~ d - I. Since Pd - Li<dYiPi is not the zero-polynomial one can find xd 
satisfying pAxd) - Li <dY;Pi(Xd) "# O. 
We claim that the matrix M = (p;(Xmhi.;d has full rank. Indeed, subtracting successively 
for I ~ i ~ d the ith row multiplied by Yi from the dth row, this row will consist of d - I 
zeros and a non-zero in the last position, showing that the dth row is linearly independent 
of the first d - I rows, as desired. 0 
Now we conclude the proof of the theorem. Let PI , . .. , Pd be a basis for V and let 
XI ' ... , Xd be as in Proposition 2.1. Let M- I = (biJ be the inverse of M. Define 
q; = I bivPv' 
l~i~d 
Then 
if i "# j. {~ if i = j; 
Consequently ~ E (); "jA(q;), but ~ ¢ niA(q;), i.e. {ql' . .. ,qd} does not have the (d - 2)-
Helly property. 0 
REMARK 2.2. Let us mention that Corollary 2 of[l] is a special case of Theorem 1.2, 
namely the case when V consists of all homogenous polynomials of a fixed degree. This 
corollary was used in [I] to give a new proof of a result of Lovasz [2]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 AND CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
Let U be the d-dimensional subspace containing the centers of the spheres in [1' . For 
S E [1' , the equation of S is of the form 
n 
L (Xi - CY 
i= 1 
or, in homogenous co-ordinates, 
n I (Xi - CiXO)2 - r2 X5 
; = 1 
The polynomial on the I.h.s. can be rewritten as 
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since (c) , .. . , cn) E U, all these polynomials are contained in a (d + 2)-dimensional 
subspace. Now the statement follows from Theorem 1.2. 
REMARK 3.1. One can obtain a great variety of Helly-type theorems by considering 
specific subspaces of T[xo, . .. , xnl However, the case of unit spheres-which is also 
considered in [3]-lies beyond our methods. 
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